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Antiferroelectric–ferroelectric phase boundary enhances polarization
extension in rhombohedral Pb(Zr,Ti)O3

Anirban Ghosh and Dragan Damjanovica)
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(Received 28 September 2011; accepted 16 November 2011; published online 7 December 2011)

The main mechanism of properties enhancement in the morphotropic phase boundary region

separating tetragonal and rhombohedral phases of Pb(Zr1-xTix)O3 (PZT) is related to polarization

rotation. It is shown here that in proximity of the morphotropic phase boundary separating

antiferroelectric and rhombohedral phases (near x¼ 0.1) and at elevated temperatures the

properties are dominated by polarization extension. These results may provide a guideline for

developing alternative piezoelectric materials to PZT. VC 2011 American Institute of Physics.

[doi:10.1063/1.3666233]

The temperature-composition phase diagram of lead-

zirconate titanate [Pb(Zr1-xTix)O3 or PZT] exhibits two types

of structural instabilities appearing at boundaries separating

different crystal phases: temperature-triggered polymorphic

and compositionally induced instabilities known as morpho-

tropic phase boundaries (MPB).1 The structural instabilities

are of interest as they may be accompanied by enhanced

properties.2 Several such boundaries may be identified in

PZT.3,4 The morphotropic region around x¼ 0.48 (usually

considered as the MPB in PZT) where structure changes

from ferroelectric (FE) rhombohedral (R) to tetragonal (T)

via a narrow monoclinic (M) region has been of particular in-

terest for applications because it exhibits exceptionally large

electromechanical properties and is weakly temperature de-

pendent.5,6 The structural instabilities in compositions near

x¼ 0.48 are associated with composition-dependent “flat”

paths in a free energy landscape along which large polariza-

tion change can take place at weak electric and mechanical

fields.2,7–9 Consequently, properties related to polarization

change, such as dielectric susceptibility v and piezoelectric

coefficients d, are enhanced along directions defined by the

“easy” paths in a free energy landscape. Since in a general

case the free energy in the MPB region is flattened aniso-

tropically, the properties will also be affected anisotropi-

cally; this has been clearly demonstrated by recent

experiments in relaxor ferroelectric single crystals by Li

et al.10 One such easy path in the free energy profile of PZT

compositions close to MPB at room temperature is within

monoclinic mirror plane (110) connecting pseudocubic [001]

and [111] directions of T and R phases. The corresponding

polarization change is between tetragonal polarization PT

¼ ð0; 0;PTÞ and rhombohedral polarization PR

¼ ðPR;PR;PRÞ=
ffiffiffi

3
p

. With jPT j � jPRj in the MPB

region,11,12 the dominant change of the polarization vector

along PT $ PR path is rotation. The enhanced material coef-

ficients are therefore transverse dielectric susceptibility, v11,

and shear piezoelectric coefficients, e.g., d15.13 It is impor-

tant to remember that the anisotropic flattening of a free

energy landscape in one direction will always have some

effect on the properties in other directions.2

If temperature of a PZT sample with composition near

the MPB is increased toward Curie temperature (i.e., toward

the region of the cubic (C)–tetragonal–rhombohedral triple

point) its structure becomes more cubic-like. The free energy

profile now becomes flattened two-dimensionally and

becomes globally more isotropic.14 The new easy paths

are along directions linking the C phase exhibiting zero

polarization PC ¼ ð0; 0; 0Þ with T and R phases. With

jPT j � jPRj > jPCj ¼ 0, the two new easy paths near Curie

temperature, PC $ PR and PC $ PT , increase propensity of

PZT toward polarization extension/contraction; the enhanced

properties are now longitudinal dielectric susceptibility v33

and piezoelectric coefficients d33 in addition to v11, and

d15.13

From the practical point of view and the need for tem-

perature stable properties of devices, it is advantageous if the

isotropical flattening of a free energy landscape is achieved

by compositional instabilities only, without relying on prox-

imity to temperature driven polymorphic phase transitions. A

hypothetical temperature-composition phase diagram that

could exhibit isotropic free energy profile far from a poly-

morphic phase transition temperature has been recently pro-

posed.14 It contains a polar phase situated on composition

axis between another polar phase with a different polariza-

tion direction and a nonpolar phase. If the intermediary polar

phase is narrow on the composition axis (few % wide) its

electro-mechanical properties could be enhanced due to

increased softness to both polarization extension and rota-

tion. While MPB systems with polarization rotation mecha-

nism (separating two polar phases) are quite common,6 there

are only few known MPBs separating polar and nonpolar

phases at which enhancement of electro-mechanical proper-

ties has been demonstrated.15–17 It is not immediately clear

whether the nonpolar phase needs to be nonpolar on the scale

of crystal unit cell (e.g., a cubic material, as speculated in

Ref. 14) or its effects can be achieved if the nonpolar

character is present only on a more extended scale [e.g., an

antiferroelectric (AFE) material or a macroscopically centro-

symmetric material containing randomly oriented nanopolar

regions]. The latter possibility would considerably increase

the number of materials that could in a solid solution give a

phase diagram with an MPB benefiting from both polariza-

tion and extension. Recent results suggest that rare- and
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alkaline-earth modified BiFeO3 exhibit enhanced properties

at a boundary between a polar and an antipolar phase.15,17–19

In this study, we choose PbZr1-xTixO3 as the model ma-

terial and examine using Landau-Ginzburg-Devonshire

(LGD) theory how structural instabilities at phase boundaries

affect tendency of compositions across the phase diagram

(from x¼ 0.1 to 1) toward polarization rotation and polariza-

tion extension. The most important result of this study is that

the strong general propensity of the R phase toward polariza-

tion rotation13 changes to “softness” toward polarization

extension near the AFE-FE phase boundary. These results

may thus open up a possibility for developing piezoelectric

materials with alternative type of morphotropic phase bound-

ary. Before presenting the main results, for the sake of self-

consistency, we give a brief introduction into the method

used to derive results.

Information on lattice properties of PZT and its free

energy can be obtained using LGD approach.11 The pres-

ently widely used 6th order LGD function11 neglects the M

phase; however, in many cases, this is acceptable for several

reasons, including the following: (i) M region in PZT is com-

positionally narrow5 and (ii) increase in properties in vicinity

of the MPB region can be qualitatively accounted for by T

and R phases alone.7,8,20 Thus, the 6th order LGD function

can be used to describe qualitatively many relevant features

of the PZT across the composition-temperature phase dia-

gram without affecting general validity of the results. Porta

and Lookman12 have, for example, recently analysed effects

of triple and critical points and temperature dependence of

MPB on the piezoelectric properties of PZT using even a

more restricted LGD approach. In addition, we calculate

only properties for x� 0.1. For x< 0.1, PZT is antiferroelec-

tric.6 As our interest here is focused on zero-field piezoelec-

tric properties the discussion is limited to ferroelectric

phases (i.e., x� 0.1). All coefficients of the LGD function

are taken from Haun et al.11 In our approach, we assume that

experimentally determined LGD coefficients for PZT reflect

presence of its AFE end-member, PbZrO3, at x close to 0.1.

We start with the fact that structural instabilities in fer-

roelectric materials may favour enhancement of those mate-

rial coefficients that reflect material’s “softness” toward

polarization rotation (v11 and piezoelectric shear coefficient,

e.g., d15) or polarization extension (v33 and d33). To quantify

their tendency toward polarization rotation or extension,

materials are classified as rotators and extenders.13 Materials

which exhibit maximum longitudinal piezoelectric coeffi-

cient d�33 away from the polar axis are defined as rotators

(d15=d33 > critical value) while those materials in which the

d�33 is maximal along the polar axis (d15=d33 < critical value)

are defined as extenders.13 The critical value is determined

from the following relations for orientation dependence of

d�33 in, respectively, T and R phases:13,21

dT;�
33 ð#Þ ¼ dT

33cos3ð#Þ þ ðdT
15 þ dT

31Þcosð#Þsin2ð#Þ (1)

dR;�
33 ð#;uÞ ¼ dR

33cos3ð#Þ þ ðdR
15 þ dR

31Þcosð#Þsin2ð#Þ
� dR

22cosð3uÞsin3ð#Þ; (2)

where # and u are Euler angles, # indicating rotation from

the polar axis. Note that all coefficients are expressed in

crystallographic coordinate system. The piezoelectric anisot-

ropy ratios depend on the value of the electrostrictive coeffi-

cients and can also be expressed in terms of ratios of

dielectric permittivities, v11=v33.13,21 A tetragonal phase

with symmetry 4 mm will behave as an extender if

dT
15 < 3dT

33=2� dT
31 and vT

11=v
T
33 < 3ðQC

11 � QC
12Þ=QC

44, where

Q’s are electrostrictive coefficients in the cubic phase.13 In

the R phase, d�33 exhibits threefold symmetry with maxima in

d�33 appearing at u¼ 0, 2p/3 and 4p/3. Taking the case for

u¼ 0 (which does not affect the general nature of the

results), one obtains the following condition for the maxi-

mum in d�33 appearing along the polar axis: dR
15 < 3dR

33=2

�dR
31 and vR

11=v
R
33 < ð3c=2� bÞ=a, where a ¼ ð1=

ffiffiffi

3
p
Þ

ð4QC
11 � 4QC

12 þ QC
44Þ, b¼ ð1=

ffiffiffi

3
p
Þð2QC

11þ 4QC
12�QC

44Þ, and

c¼ ð1=
ffiffiffi

3
p
Þð2QC

11þ 4QC
12þ 2QC

44Þ.
We next analyse d�33ð#Þ for rhombohedral compositions

(x¼ 0.1 to 0.4) at 25 �C and at a normalized temperature

equal to 0.78TC(x), Fig. 1. The results do not change qualita-

tively if another normalization factor is used, as indicated in

Fig. 2. A maximum of d�33ð#Þ away from # ¼ 0 (near

h ¼ p=3) in R phases with x¼ 0.2–0.4 indicates dominant

rotator character.13 Significantly higher d�33ð# ¼ 0Þ at 0.78TC

than at 25 �C indicates that tendency toward polarization

extension is nevertheless promoted in all compositions as the

Curie temperature (cubic phase) is approached. The most

interesting is behavior of the R composition with x¼ 0.1: it

changes its character from a weak rotator at 25 �C to a strong

extender at elevated temperatures. Such change in character

of the R phase from rotator to extender happens only near

the AFE-FE(R) boundary, i.e., it appears to reflect more

properties of this AFE-FE(R) morphotropic phase boundary

than proximity to the polymorphic R-C transition. This

behaviour may thus indicate difference between two triple

points in the PZT phase diagram: one at the MPB among R,

T, and C phases, and one at x¼ 0 formed by C, R, and AFE

phases. The triple point at the R-T MPB strongly favours

polarization rotation, while the one at x¼ 0 favours polariza-

tion extension. Since C phase is implied in both triple points,

the extender/rotator character seems to be dominated by the

nature of (anti)ferroelectric phases. This point is further illus-

trated below in Fig. 2. It is important to mention that most

rhombohedral ferroelectrics based on oxygen octahedra ex-

hibit rotator rather than extender character.13

To further verify this important observation and get

global information on behaviour of PZT, we calculated
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FIG. 1. (Color online) The orientation dependence of d�33ð#Þ for rhombohe-

dral (x¼ 0.1 to 0.4) PbZr1-xTixO3 at 25 �C and normalized temperature

0.78TC(x). u is taken to be 0�.
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dielectric anisotropy ratio v11=v33 across the phase diagram

and up to Curie temperature. Such calculation is simpler

than calculating d15=d33 and leads to the similar conclusions.

The calculations were made for 0:1 � x � 1 in the crystallo-

graphic coordinate system of each phase and are shown as a

contour plot in Fig. 2 for v11=v33 < 4:4. For R phase of PZT

v11=v33 < 0:7 and for T phase v11=v33 < 7:5 indicate ex-

tender character of the material. As expected, T phase

behaves as an extender (global maximum of d�33ð#Þ at # ¼ 0)

at all temperatures and compositions, with exception of

points lying in the close proximity of the triple C-R-T point

(not shown). Proximity to the MPB increases also tendency

of the T phase toward polarization rotation while the domi-

nant extender character is preserved (see that v11=v33 < 7:5).

Parallel contour lines to the composition axis in the T phase

away from the MPB indicate that in this region C-T poly-

morphic phase transition instability has a larger influence on

the properties than distance from the MPB. The opposite is

observed in the R phase. It exhibits a strong rotator character

for all x except for x close to 0.1 (see also Fig. 1). The prop-

erties are influenced more by the distance from the MPB

between T and R phases than by the distance from the C-R

polymorphic instability. This is seen in the contour lines

being parallel to the temperature axis. Interestingly, near

T-R MPB, both polymorphic and compositional instabilities

increase the tendency of the R phase toward polarization

rotation. The C-R instability strongly increases the softness

of the R phase toward polarization extension but the rotator

character dominates (i.e., v11 increases more rapidly with

increasing temperature than v33). Most significantly, how-

ever, the rotator character of the R phase becomes weaker as

the AFE-FE(R) boundary is approached. Nearing the

C-R-AFE triple point, the R phases with x� 0.1 become

extenders (v11=v33 < 0:7) in agreement with the piezoelec-

tric data shown in Figure 1. The dominant effect of the AFE

rather than the C phase in the transformation of the R phase

from rotator into extender is also seen in Fig. 2 in the nearly

vertical v11=v33 contour lines.

In summary, the analysis shows that AFE-FE(R) bound-

ary in PZT promotes extension of polarization in the R

phase. This result is in agreement with recent experimental

results reported for BiFeO3-rare earths solid solutions15,18

although data for La-modified BiFeO3 are not conclu-

sive.19,22 Our results suggest that in the search for new piezo-

electric materials (e.g., lead-free) it may be worth looking at

solid solutions forming MPBs between nonpolar (including

AFE) and polar phases in addition to the boundaries separat-

ing polar phases only. Recent experimental studies seem to

suggest that such MPBs in at least some solid solutions may

be associated with enhancement of electro-mechanical

properties.15,17–19
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Contour plot of the dielectric anisotropy ratio v11=v33

across the PbZr1-xTixO3 phase diagram, for 0.1� x� 1, in steps of x¼ 0.1,

and from 0 �C to Curie temperature for each composition. The graph is cut-

off at v11=v33¼ 4.4 to avoid large values near the C-R-T triple point. The

darker fields in the plot indicate tendency toward polarization extension

(condition for R phase is v11=v33 < 0.7 and v11=v33 < 2.7 for the T phase),

the lighter toward polarization rotation. LGD coefficients for the high tem-

perature rhombohedral phase were taken for all temperatures (see Ref. 23).
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